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Abstract- In this paper, transient stability improvement
using Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage based
Fault Current Limiter (SMES-based FCL) is presented.
The proposed SMES-based FCL is installed at the
beginning of faulty line. The proposed SMES-based FCL
inserts a superconducting inductance into the fault current
pass. The insertion of high value of inductance not only
limits the fault current level in an acceptable level but also
improves transient stability of power system by storing
excessive energy of synchronous generators during the
fault. Moreover, the proposed FCL can improve the
voltage profile during short circuit faults. Analytical
analysis of the FCL’s performance are presented in detail
and simulation results in the IEEE standard 14-bus system
using EMTDC/PSCAD software are included to show the
current limiting feature, voltage sag prevention and
transient stability enhancement using the proposed
SMES-based FCL.

To reach better limitation of such FCLs, large value of
DC reactor must be taken into account. Low power losses
and no need to quenching characteristics of
superconductors are main advantages of the mentioned
FCL [12, 13]. By increasing the value of inductance in
inductive type superconductor, stored electrical energy can
be increased. This is the main idea of superconducting
magnetic energy storage (SMES). Ferrier has presented
SMES technology in 1969. However, more studies on this
field illustrated that the SMES has better performance in
power system operating applications than the energy
storage application [14-18].
One of the applications of SMES technology is using
its superconducting reactor in FCL structure [19, 20].
SMES technology can produce DC reactor with large
value, which is needed in solid state FCLs. Such reactor
will have large value and low losses due to its
superconducting characteristic. Main applications of FCLs
in addition to limiting the fault current are transient
stability enhancement of the power system, power quality
and reliability improvement [1, 20, 21]. Increasing power
flow in the power lines due to increasing power demand
can affect the stability of the power system especially
during large disturbances such as short circuit faults.
Most of studies on this issue have focused on
superconducting FCLs (SFCLs) which operate by
quenching of superconductor. Base of all of these
structures is to limit the fault current, restore the bus
voltage, and absorb active power of generators during the
fault. This action can help the generator to maintain its
stability. Therefore, transient stability of power system
will be improved in short circuit conditions [20-26].
However, these FCL structures have two main
problems. Firstly, they make the superconductor to change
from superconducting state to normal state and vise versa,
which leads to power losses. Secondly, they have recovery
time due to quenching phenomenon. Recovery time leads
to more time required by FCL to retreat from the power
system and this makes disturbance in voltage profile. In
this paper, a SMES-based FCL is applied to enhancement
of IEEE standard 14-bus power system’s transient
stability. Maximum oscillation of angular frequency of all
generators has been considered as a criterion to show the
effectiveness of the proposed structure.

Keywords: Fault Current Limiter, SMES Magnet,
Transient Stability Improvement, Voltage Profile.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, due to considerable increase in electric
power demand, power systems have become more
complicated. To support power demand, modern systems
must be connected each other. In addition, green resource
energies and different types of distributed generation such
as solar energy and wind energy have been introduced.
This may increases power flow and short circuit capacity
of the power networks. So, occurring a short circuit fault
in the power lines results in very high-level fault currents,
which flow in the power system series equipment and may
damage them [1-4].
Using fault current limiter (FCL) is a promising way to
overcome the high-level short circuit currents and prevent
the high costs of switchgear replacement in power systems
[5-8]. Solid state, superconducting (resistive type and
inductive type) and resonance type FCLs have been
presented in [7] to [11]. Using a superconducting DC
reactor in solid state fault current limiter reduces
increasing rate of fault current until the operation of circuit
breakers. During fault current limiting mode, active power
is absorbed by superconducting DC reactor.
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It is observed that using SMES technology can help the
limiting characteristics of FCL and improves the transient
stability of system. In addition, this FCL can help to
improve voltage profile in fault condition. Average voltage
sag on system buses during the fault is measured to show
this capability of proposed FCL. Such structure has not
recovery time and has low power losses in comparison
with the other structures, which are used for this purpose.
The analytical analysis for FCL operation and transient
stability analysis are presented in detail. simulation study
on IEEE standard 14-bus power system including the
proposed FCL is established using EMTDC/PSCAD
software. Results are discussed carefully to show the
performance of the proposed FCL on the transient stability
improvement.
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Figure 1. Three-phase power circuit topology of the proposed FCL

III. ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
PROPOSED FCL
This section deals with the analytical analysis of the
proposed FCL’s performance in current limiting during the
fault. To calculate the equation of line current and DC
current, two modes are considered as Pre-Fault Condition,
and Fault Duration.

A. Power Circuit Topology
The three-phase power circuit topology of the proposed
FCL is shown in Figure 1. This structure is composed of
three main parts, which are described as follows:
1- The three-phase transformer in series with the system
that is named “Isolation transformer”
2- The three-phase diode rectifier bridge
3- A SMES magnet as DC reactor with large value
As a conventional method, isolation transformer is
needed to direct the line current to current limiting part.
Three-phase diode bridge is AC/DC converting tool for
FCL and SMES magnet is the main part of FCL which has
the current limiting task during the short circuit fault.

A. Pre-Fault Condition
In pre-fault condition, line current, iL(t), and DC
current, idc(t) have two modes as Charging mode and
Discharging mode. DC current and diodes currents are
shown in Figure 2. Enlarged view of these currents is
shown in Figure 3. Charging mode begins at t0 and ends at
t1. In this mode, one diode from each phase is ON. So, the
following equation can be written.
di (t )
Vm sin(t )  ri (t )  L
 VD
(1)
dt
where, i = idc = iL, r = rs + rFCL+ rL, L = LS + LSMES + LL, rs
and Ls are source side’s resistor and inductor, respectively,
rL and LL are load side’s resistor and inductor, respectively,
rFCL is equivalent resistance of FCL’s elements and VD is
voltage drop on each diode. Solving Equation (1) leads to:

B. Principles of Operation
In normal operation of power system, diode bridge
rectifies line current to DC current and this DC current
charges SMES magnet. When the DC current reaches to
the peak of line current, SMES magnet behaves as short
circuit because of its superconducting characteristic and
so, voltage drop on it becomes almost zero. Very small
voltage drop on SMES magnet is due to DC current ripple.
By this way, total voltage drop on FCL will be related to
voltage drop on diodes and isolation transformer, which is
negligible in comparison with feeder’s nominal voltage.
Therefore, FCL has not considerable effect on the
normal operation of power system. As fault occurs, line
current starts to increase. However, the SMES magnet
limits its increasing rate and prevents fault current rapid
increment. In this case, fault energy will be stored in
SMES magnet. Since the value of SMES magnet is large,
this current limitation is in acceptable range, which will be
shown in simulation results. By this manner, the voltage of
connected bus does not experience considerable sag in
comparison with the case of no FCL.
Therefore, power flow in system will be not interrupted
by the fault and transient stability of system will be
improved. By removal of the fault, system returns to its
normal state and SMES magnet starts to discharge. Since
the SMES magnet is in its superconducting state during the
fault and has not quenching phenomenon, there will not be
any recovery time and so, just after fault removal, FCL
retreats from the system.

r

(t t0 )

Vm
V
sin(t0   )  D ) 
z
r
Vm
VD

sin(t   ) 
z
r

i(t )  e L

(I0 

(2)

where, I 0  i(t0 ) , z  r 2  ( L)2 ,   tan 1 ( L / r ) .
Discharging mode starts at t1 and continues to t2. In this
mode, both diodes of each phase are ON and therefore the
line current is sinusoidal waveform and FCL behaves as a
series transformer with short-circuited secondary. In such
condition, DC current differential equation can be derived
as follow:
di
LSMES dc  rD idc  2VD  0
(3)
dt
where, rD is the diode’s resistance. Note that its value is
very small. By solving Equation (3), DC current formula
will be as follow:
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B. Fault Duration
Considering Figure 4, fault occurs at tf. The fault
condition has two modes as M1 and M2. The mode M1 is in
t3 to t4 time interval and in this mode, diodes D4 and D5 are
ON, while D1, D2, D3 and D6 are OFF. Therefore, current
of phase B is equal to negative value of current of phase A
and current of phase C is zero (Figure 5). The zero
sections, which are appeared in the line current, are due to
the commutation of diodes. In the normal operation,
commutation of diodes was based on their current, while,
in the fault condition, there will be voltage commutation
on diodes. In such condition, formula of current of phase
A can be written as follow:
di (t )
Vm sin(t )  riA (t )  L A  VD
(12)
dt

rD
(t t1 )
LSMES

(4)
idc (t )  e
( I max  2VD / rD )  2VD / rD
Considering charging and discharging modes of
current, it is possible to calculate the average value (Idc)
and ripple (ir) of DC current. As it is obvious, DC current’s
ripple leads to voltage drop on SMES magnet and therefore
on FCL. For Idc and ir, we can write:
i
(5)
I dc  I max  r
2
1
(6)
ir  ( I max  I 0 )
2
where, Imax is the peak of line current. I0 in Equation (6)
can be calculated from Equation (4) in t2 instant as follow:


rD
(t2 t1 )
LSMES

2VD
2V
(7)
) D
rD
rD
By considering that e-x ≈ (1-x) and t2 - t0 = T / 6, where
T is the time period of power system, Equation (7) can be
simplified to Equation (8).
2V
2V
(8)
I 0  (1  rDT / 9LSMES )( I max  D )  D
rD
rD
Therefore, ir can be derived from combination of
Equations (6) and (8).
2TrD
2V
(9)
ir  (
)( I max  D )
LSMES
rD
It is important to note that its value is very small due to
very small value of rD /LSMES. Considering Equation (9), the
voltage drop on SMES magnet can be calculated as
Equation (10).
r
2V
(10)
VSMES  24 D ( I max  D )
LSMES
rD
By using Equation (9), formula of Idc can be written as
follow:
TrD
2TVD
(11)
I dc  I max (1 
)
LSMES
LSMES
It is obvious that the average of SMES magnet’s
current is very close to the peak of line current. This value
can be used for designing the SMES magnet.
Id1

Id2

Id3

Id4

Id5

iA (t )  e

r
 (t t3 )
L
(I

3

Vm
V
sin(t3   )  D ) 
z
r



(13)

V
V
 m sin(t   )  D
z
r
where, r  rs  rFCL , L  Ls  Lsmes , z  r 2  ( L)2 ,

  tan 1 ( L / r) and I 3  iA (t3 ) .
Note that the DC current relation is same as current of
phase A in this mode. For phase B and C, as pointed
previously, iB(t) = -iA(t) and iC(t) = 0. In mode M2, Diodes
D4 and D1 are in commutation, D5 is ON and other diodes
are OFF. Therefore, one diode from each phase is ON and
therefore, sum of phases current is zero (Figure 5). The line
current in this time interval follows in the Equation (14).
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Figure 4. DC current and diodes currents in the fault condition
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Figure 2. DC current and diodes currents in the normal operation of
power system
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where, I4 = iA(t4). Similar to the previous mode, DC current
follows the current of phase A relation. The currents of
phase B and C can be driven from Equation (14) with
corresponding phase shift. This manner of variation will
be repetitive for next steps in the fault condition.
Figure 3. Enlarged view of Figure 2
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with and without the proposed FCL. Therefore, for the
unstable power system, without the proposed FCL, the
mentioned criterion will be infinite. Considering Figure 6,
the maximum oscillation of a generator can be written as
follow:
(22)
i  max,i  min,i

IV. TRANSIENT STABILITY ANALYSIS USING
THE PROPOSED FCL
In this section, it will be shown that the proposed FCL
can improve the transient stability of power system by
absorbing the energy during fault and restoring the voltage
of connected bus. It is possible to model the FCL by a
resistor during the fault, but it should be considered that
this resistor is not an ordinary resistor and should be
calculated. For this calculation, we used the relation of
energy stored in SMES magnet during the fault as follow:
1
2
(15)
w  LSMES I SMES
2
where, w is the energy stored in SMES magnet during the
fault and ISMES is the SMES magnet’s current during the
fault and can be written as Equation (16), approximately.
V
(16)
I SMES  I max  dc t
LSMES
where, Vdc is the DC side voltage rectified by the diode
bridge. So, the instantaneous power of SMES magnet can
be concluded as follow:
V2
dw
Pdc 
 Vdc I max  dc t
(17)
dt
LSMES
Considering Equation (17) and fault duration equal to
tf, average of active power absorbed by SMES magnet will
be as Equation (18).
Vdc2
Pdc,ave  Vdc I max 
tf
(18)
2 LSMES
Finally, considering the fact that the AC side and DC
side active powers are equal and Vdc is equal to:
6

Vdc  sin( )Vm
(19)

3
where, Rfcl (the model of proposed FCL during the fault in
its ac side) can be concluded as Equation (20).
 Vm
(20)
R fcl 
3 3Vm
2 3( I max 
tf )
2 Lsmes
It is important to note that this resistor has minimum
and maximum limits as follows:
LSMES  0
0

(21)
R fcl    Vm
LSMES  
 2 3I
max

Considering Equations (20), (21) and (24), larger value
of LSMES will lead to larger value of Rfcl and consequently
better limitation of fault current and better enhancement of
transient stability. However, large value of LSMES will
increase the design and construction difficulties and costs.
Therefore, the value of LSMES should be selected
considering the maximum acceptable fault current. In
other words, the maximum line current and minimum time
in which the circuit breakers can open the line should be
determined and then the value of LSMES should be
calculated by using Equation (16).
To show the effectiveness of the proposed FCL, Sum
of the Maximum Oscillation (SMO) of all generators has
been considered as a criterion for the stable power system

where, ωi is angular frequency of generator i.
By using the proposed FCL, it will be shown in the
simulation results that the sum of Δωi for all generators
(i from 1 to 5) can be reduced, and as a result, transient
stability of the power system will be improved. SMO for
all generators can be expressed as Equation (23).

SMO  i 1 i
5

(23)

Angular frequency

As mentioned above, SMO will be infinite for an
unstable system. However, If SMO criterion is decreased
by using the proposed FCL, it can be concluded that the
FCL improves the transient stability of the power system.
ωmax,i
Δωi

ωmin,i
Time

Figure 6. Schematic oscillation of a generator after fault

Figure 7. IEEE standard 14-bus power system

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations using EMTDC/PSCAD software are
performed on Figure 7. Considering the history of
measurements on system, it is assumed that the line
between buses 7 and 9 is more supposed to short circuit
faults. To study the performance of proposed FCL on
current limitation and transient stability improvement, a
three-phase to ground fault is considered at t = 6 sec. with
the duration of 0.2 sec. (10 cycles of power frequency) in
this line. In this simulation, value of LSMES is calculated
0.48 H considering Equation (17) in section IV. Two sets
of the proposed FCL are installed at two end of line 7-9.
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Condensor 3

330
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Figure 8 shows the fault current without using the
proposed FCL. In addition, Figure 9 shows the line 7-9
current from the bus 7 side. The current, which is flowed
from bus 9 to the faulted point, is similar to Figure 9.
Considering these figures, line current is increased
extremely during the fault, which may cause the instability
of generators. Figure 10 shows the generator 1 and 2
angular frequency in such condition. This figure shows
that the synchronous generators angular frequencies start
to increase uncontrollably and become unstable.
To show effect of fault on synchronous compensators,
their angular frequencies are shown in Figure 11.
According to this figure, during the fault, the lines
resistance because of high short circuit currents that causes
a decrement on their angular frequency absorbs
synchronous compensators kinetic energy. After fault
removal, they start to oscillate around the system base
frequency and return to their normal state. Note that since
the synchronous compensators do not provide active
power for the system, they will be unstable in short circuit
faults. However, after instability of generators and power
system interruption, synchronous compensators speed
declines to zero.
Moreover, the fault causes deep voltage sag on system
buses. This voltage sag is more critical on buses, which are
connected to the faulty line. Buses 7 and 9 voltages during
the fault are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. In
general, instability of the generators is obvious from
maintained figures.
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Figure 11. Angular frequency of synchronous compensators without
using FCL
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Figure 12. Voltage of bus 7 during the fault without using FCL
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Figure 13. Voltage of bus 9 during the fault without using FCL
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Figure 9. Fault current from bus 7 to the faulted point without using FCL
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By using the proposed FCL and considering the SMES
magnet’s value equal to 0.48 H fault current is limited as
shown in Figure 14. This leads to limitation of current
flowed from the system to the faulted point. For instance,
the fault current from bus 7 is shown in Figure 15. This
effective limitation of fault current helps the generators to
maintain their stability (Figure 16). In addition, as shown
in this figure, the synchronous compensators experience
very small deviation from the base frequency.
Figures 17 and 18 are shows voltage of bus 7 and 9
during the fault situation in presence of the proposed FCL.
According to these two figures, voltages of these buses are
restored properly. Because of these figures, using FCL
prevents the instability of generators and improves the
transient stability of whole system.
In addition, the SMO index, voltage sag prevention,
and current limiting results in fault condition for the
proposed SMES-based FCL are presented in Table 1. The
SMO index is calculated using Equation (23). To study the
voltage sag prevention capability of proposed FCL,
average of voltage sag on all power system buses are
calculated as follow:
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Figure 14. Fault current by using the proposed FCL
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Figure 8. Three-phase fault current without using FCL
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Figure 10. Gen. 1 and 2 angular frequency after fault without using FCL
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 14  N
F
  Vk  Vk
14 
k 1



(24)
VkN  


In addition, Equation (25) assesses current limiting
performance of FCL.
F
N
(25)
I F  I max
/ I max



ave
Vsag




VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, enhancement of power system’s transient
stability by using a SMES-based FCL is proposed. The
proposed SMES-based FCL can improve the transient
stability by two ways. Firstly, by preventing the voltage
sag in connected bus during the fault and secondly by
absorbing the acceleration power of generators in the fault
interval and storing it in SMES magnet. By this manner,
the synchronous generators can keep their stability after
the short circuit faults.
Sum of maximum oscillations (SMO) of generators
angular frequency and average of voltage sag on system
buses are considered as indices to evaluate the transient
stability and voltage profile improvement capability of the
proposed FCL. In general, analytical analysis and
simulation results using EMTDC/PSCAD software in
standard IEEE 14-bus system show that the proposed FCL
has acceptable performance in transient stability
enhancement and voltage profile improvement in addition
to fault current limiting.
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Figure 15. Current of bus 7 to the faulted point with the proposed FCL
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